
3
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3.2 Description of Contrastive Features

3.2.1 The Abau phonemic system is basically asymetrical.

Consonants contrast as to manner of articulation between obstru-

ants, nasals, fricatives, and semi vowels. As to points of articula-

tion the obstruants contrast at labial, alveolar, and velar positions,

the nasals and semi vowels at the labial and alveolar positions, and

the fricatives at the alveolar and velar positions.

3.2.2 Vowels

The high and mid vowels both contrast as to front and back posi-

tions. The low vowels contrast as to central and back positions.

3.2.3 Glides

The high back off glides contrast at the midback, low back, and

low central positions. The high front offglides contrast as to mid

front and low central positions.

4 INTERPRETATION

4.1 The status of items which may be either consonant or vowel,

4,1.1 All high vocoids are interpreted as vowels when they occur as

the nucleus of the syllable.

/£/

/u/

/i/
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4.1.2 They are interpreted as consonants when they occur in the onset

of the syllable.

lyl

/w/

/y5/
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4.1.3.4 Tonal patterns on words give clear indication that the sus-

pect vocoids are consonants when non-syllabic and vowels when syllabic.

/iH/
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4.2 The short unstressed vocoid [t] is interpreted as a non-phonemic

transitional vocoid between /m/ and /n/. It is never a unit of tone

placement.

/mn^l/
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4.3.2 Suspect Vowel Sequences

4.3.2.1 Vowel Status

There are a small number of words with suspect sequences of

vowels which, each being a unit of tone placement and therefore syl-

labic, are interpreted as sequences of vowels. These contrast with

sequences of semivowel plus vowel, Tlie semivowel by interpretation

forms the second member of syllable initial consonant clusters as it

is not a unit of tone placement and therefore nonsyllabic.

/n£A/
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On the basis of these frequently occurring non-suspect consonant

clusters, other suspect sequences such as palatalization and labiali-

zation have been interpreted as sequences of two consonants.

/sU/



6 SUPRASEGMENTAL ITEMS

6 . 1 Tone

The system of register tones is manifest on the word level by two

tonemes /*/ /V, and on the phrase level by three allotones.

Because of the differing tonal systems on nouns and verbs, these

two word classes must be described separately.

6.1.1 Phrase Level Allotones

The end of a phrase is sygnalled by three allotones occurring on

phrase final nouns. Phonetically they are falling [^], rising [*],

and low [^]

,

If the base form of the noun has a final low tone, the phrase

final position is indicated by rising tone.

If the base form of the noun has a final high tone the phrase

final position is indicated by falling tone.

Where the base form has all low tones the phrase final position

is indicated by low tone.

The phrase final contrast between single syllable low tone words

and single syllable high tone words is lost. Single syllable low tone

nouns also indicate the phrase final position with falling tqtM,
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6,1.1.1 Phrase final allotones are closely bound to and conditioned

by the non-contrastive phrase level feature of vowel releases (Section

7.2). The vowel releases occur on nouns ending with any consonant ex-

cept nasals. With the occurrence of the release the falling or rising

allotone is divided between the final syllable of the base form and

the phrase final vowel release.

When the release occurs on a noun with all low tones the vowel

release shares a reduplication of the final low tone.

6.1.2 Phonetic Quality

Because of the intonation pattern super-imposed on the utterance,

the relative tones at the end of the utterance are pitched progres-

sively lower.

BASE ISOLATION
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6.1.3.1 Tone Perturbation On Nouns

6.1.3.11 According To Position Within The Utterance

Nouns change their tonal patterns (and some their phonetic shape.

Sections 7.2, 6,1.1.1) according to their position within an utterance;

whether utterance initial, medial or final, or spoken in isolation.

The base form from which all patterns are predictable is the ut-

terance initial form. These positional perturbations, illustrated in

Chart 1, are predicted according to the following six rules:

(1) When all tones are low, pre-ultimate tone(s) become high in iso-

lation. Medially and finally in the utterance the penultimate

tone becomes high.

(2) When all tones are higji pre-ultimate tones become low, medially,

and finally.

(3) When only final tone is low pre-penultimate syllables become low

medially and finally.

(4) When only final tone is high pre-penultimate syllable becomes

high medially and finally.

(5) With a sequence of similar and dissimilar tones, the initial tone

changes medially and finally.

(6) Where there are no like tones, all positions are unchanging.

6.1.3.12 External Perturbation

When base form nouns with all low tones precede grammatical par-

ticles k^, s^, mAn, ultimate low tone becomes high, and penultimate

high tone becomes low.

/k\U\6/ [k\lk^y6] ii\U\6) 'bird sp.»

[Hikwfi A^kliV* P^P* ^in] 'I shot an auklaiyo.»

[hikwS A^IiV6 si llli] 'I see an auklaiyo.'
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CHART 1

Tone Perturbation On Noims Conditioned By

Relative Position Within The Utterance

No. OF
SYLLABLES
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possible patterns that are extra systemic.

(1) Word initial high tone may not be followed by a sequence of

low tones. Following initial high tone, a sequence of high

tones may not occur after a low tone.

(2) Word initial low tone may not be followed by a sequence of

high tones. Following initial low tone, a sequence of low

tones may not occur after a high tone.

Non systemic patterns:

3-syliable 4-syliable

r\\ P^\ s \ \ PP

\ 9* p \ \

\

\ P * r

p\ \ \ r * \

f\ 9 P \ 9\ \

These restrictions leave unaccounted only one pattern of the

possible sixteen patterns on four syllable words. It is systemically

probable but as yet undiscovered [^'^'].

Some patterns occur more frequently than others. Single syllable

words are predominantly high tone. Approximately 6% only carry low

tone, but these include all single syllable word patterns except V, VC.

6.1.4 TONE PATTERNS ON VERBS

Verbs exhibit grammemic tone. The supra-segmental items indicate

tense, mood, or aspect. There are no contrastive phrase level allo-

tones, neither is there tone perturbation.

In some constructions tone is the minimal difference that indi-

cates past or present tense.

[hlkw^ pgnkln 14n 5] 'What is he doing?'

[hlkwS ni6^ W^kfi] 'He is cutting a tree.'

[hlkw^ p^nkln Wn s5] 'What was he doing?'
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[hlkw^ Tii^ l£\ii] 'He was cutting a tree.*

[hiinkwS ipisi lilk 5] 'You must not look.'

[hiinkwfi p5s^ lilk 6] 'Who are you looking at?'

There is a single tone pattern for all verbs spoken in isolation

which is expanded to cover the number of syllables in the particular

verb. The basic pattern is ['*]. All verbs of one syllable are

lengthened to two moras without rearticulation. Those of more than

two syllables pronounce all word medial syllables with low tones.

Other speakers have a different basic pattern for verbs spoken in

isolation, but the change is always consistent.

m/
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6 . 3 Length

6.3,1 Vowel Length

Phonemic length has been observed as a contrastive feature only

in nouns

.

A vowel carrying a tone glide is by interpretation phonemically

long, and patterns as a sequence of two vowel nuclei, and not as a

single or complex vowel nucleus.

/i5Ak/
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